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Status

1)H Responsive to communication(s) filed on 11 January 2006 .

2a)D This action is FINAL. 2b)S This action is non-final.

3)D Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.
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4)E3 Claim(s) 1-12 is/are pending in the application.
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5)D Claim(s) is/are allowed.
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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

1 . A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set forth in

37 CFR 1 . 17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is

eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1 . 1 7(e)

has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to

37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submission filed on 01/1 1/2006 has been entered.

Response to Arguments

2. . Applicant's arguments, see Applicant's remarks, filed 1 1/04/2005, with respect to the

rejection(s) of claim(s) 1-9 under combination of previous cited references have been fully

considered and are persuasive. Therefore, the rejection has been withdrawn. However, upon

further consideration, a new ground(s) of rejection is made in view of Isomursu et al. (US. Pat. #:

6,400,958), as followings.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.
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4. Claims 1-3, 5-6 and 10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Alanara (US. Pat. No.: 6.064,880) in view of Bufferd et al. (US. Pat. #: 5,706,330) and Isomursu

et al. (US. Pat. #: 6,400,958), and further in view of Lee (US. Pat. #: 5,517,549) or Krolopp et al.

(US. Pat. #: 4,81 1,377) or Smith (US. Pat. #: 4,630,314).

Regarding claim 1, Alanara teaches a mobile station having a backup and restoration

function wherein one can request backup ofmemory information and then receiving a backup

control signal from a maintenance system in (see col.2, cols. 4-5 and figs.).

Furthermore, Alanara teaches all information including programming parameter data and

so forth can be stored in the backup memory ofthe maintenance system in (see col. 7 lines 51-

62).

Alanara teaches having to contact the mobile phone to implement the information transfer

or backup but fails to teach using a dialing means.

Bufferd teaches a method and apparatus for requesting and transferring information

wherein a maintenance unit can call by using a dialing unit lo retrieve information in (see col. 10

lines 4-11). It should be also noticed that Buffed fails to teach the dialing up using the

parameters such as a code (i.e., a name or password, etc.) and a number of a (new) portable

telephone set wherein the owner enters such code and number, as argued by the Applicant.

However, Isomursu et al. ("Isomursu") teaches such features in col.7, lines 39-51 for a purpose

of downloading of stored Short Dial application content.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinal skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the teaching of Bufferd and Isomursu into that of Alanara
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thus making it possible to implement information transfer via a dial up unit, to store the

information for backup reasons and also provide efficiency.

The combination fails to teach erasing me memory of device, once data has been

transferred or received.

Lee teaches a call logging in cellular subscriber stations wherein a call log can be

accessed and retrieved from a memory of a telephone device by an external device and erasing

the information in the memory in (see claims 7, 14 and col. 10, lines 16-24).

Krolopp et al. ("Krolopp") teaches a secure transfer of radio data in (see col. 5, line 55 -

col. 6) that transmitted data to a receiving end causes the data in the transmitter to be erased after

being transmitted and received by a receiving unit.

Smith teaches a communication system wherein a transmitting device erases data after it's

been transmitted or transferred in (see col.21, lines 19-28).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinal skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the teaching of the secondary references into the combination

thus making it possible to conserve memory space, reduce and storage redundancy.

Regarding claim 2, the combination renders obvious the possibility of storing any

information desired in a memory such as conventional data including call log, preferences and so

forth. Furthermore, see the explanation as set forth regarding claim 1

.

Regarding claim 3, Alanara teaches a mobile station having a backup and restoration

function wherein one can request backup of memory information and then receiving a backup

control signal from a maintenance system in (see col.2, cols.4-5 and figs.).
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Furthermore, Alanara teaches all information including programming parameter data and

so forth can be stored in the backup memory of the maintenance system in (see col.7, lines 51-

62).

Alanara teaches having to contact the mobile phone to implement the information transfer

or backup but fails to teach using dialing means.

Bufferd teaches a method and apparatus for requesting and transferring information

wherein a maintenance unit can call by using a dialing unit to retrieve information in (see col. 10,

lines 4-11). It should be also noticed that Buffed fails to teach the dialing up using the

parameters such as a code (i.e., a name or password, etc.) and a number of a (new) portable

telephone set wherein the owner enters such code and number, as argued by the Applicant.

However, Isomursu et al. ("Isomursu") teaches such features in col.7, lines 39-51 for a purpose

of downloading of stored Short Dial application content.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the teaching of Bufferd and Isomursu into that ofAlanara

thus making it possible to implement information transfer via a dial up unit, to store information

for backup reasons and also, provide efficiency.

The combination fails to teach erasing the memory of device, once data has been

transferred or received.

Lee teaches a call logging in cellular subscriber stations wherein a call log can be

accessed and retrieved from a memory of a telephone device by an external device and erasing

the information in the memooe in (see claims 7, 14 and col. 10, lines 16-24).
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Krolopp teaches a secure transfer of radio data in (see col.5, line 55 - col.6) that

transmitted data to a receiving end causes the data in the transmitter to be erased after being

transmitted and received by a receiving unit.

Smith teaches a communication system wherein a transmitting device erases data after

it's been transmitted or transferred in (see col.21 , lines 19-28).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinal skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the teaching of the secondary references into the combination

thus making it possible to conserve memory space, reduce and storage redundancy.

Regarding claim 5, the combination including Alanara teaches any of information in (see

col. 7).

Regarding claim 6, The examiner takes official notices that it's known to store

information or messages of a network for a time period after which it can be erased. Examples

include voice messages and so forth.

Regarding claim 10, Isomursu further teaches the limitations of the claim in col. 7, lines

39-51.

5. Claim 4 is rejected under 35 U.S. C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Alanara (US. Pat.

No.: 6.064,880) in view of Bufferd et al. (US. Pat. #: 5,706,330) and Isomursu et al. (US. Pat. #:

6,400,958), and further in view of Lee (US. Pat #: 5,517,549) or Krolopp et al. (US. Pat. #:

4,81 1,377) or Smith (US. Pat #: 4,630,314) and further in view of Mills (US. Pat. #: 5,915,225).

Regarding claim 4, the combination fails to teach making a request to a phone in a busy

state.
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Mills teaches remotely retrieving SIM stored data over a communication link wherein the

request can be made to me telephone even in a busy state in (see col.3, lines 34-53).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the teaching of Mills into that ofthe combination thus making

it possible to program and communicate with devices even in a busy state without having to wait

till it goes on-hook to save waiting/programming time. Furthermore, trouble tickets can be

generated and a user can be notified of it in form of a control number or ticket number.

6. Claims 7-8 and 1 1-12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Alanara (US. Pat. #: 6,064,880) in view of Bufferd et al. (US. Pat. #: 5,706,330) and Isomursu et

al. (US. Pat. #: 6,400,958).

Regarding claims 7-8, Alanara teaches a mobile station having a backup and restoration

function wherein one can request backup of memory information and then receiving a backup

control signal from a maintenance system in (see col.2, cols. 4-5 and figs.).

Furthermore, Alanara teaches all information including programming parameter data and

so forth can be stored in the backup memory of the maintenance system in (see col.7, lines 51-

62).

Alanara teaches having to contact the mobile phone to implement the information transfer

or backup but fails to teach using a dialing means.

Bufferd teaches a method and apparatus for requesting and transferring information

wherein a maintenance unit can call by using a dialing unit to retrieve information in (see col. 10,

lines 4-11). It should be also noticed that Buffed fails to teach the dialing up using the
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parameters such as a code (i.e., a name or password, etc.) and a number of a (new) portable

telephone set wherein the owner enters such code and number, as argued by the Applicant.

However, Isomursu teaches such features in col.7, lines 39-51 for a purpose of downloading of

stored Short Dial application content.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the ad at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the teaching of Bufferd and Isomursu into that ofAlanara

thus making it possible to implement information transfer via a dial up unit, to store information

for backup reasons and also, provide efficiency.

Regarding claims 11-12, Isomursu further teaches the limitations of the claims in col.7,

lines 39-51.

7. Claim 9 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Alanara (US. Pat.

#: 6,064,880) in view of Bufferd et al. (US. Pat. #: 5,706,330) and Isomursu et al. (US. Pat. #:

6,400,958) and further in view of Gordon (US. Pat #: 6,157,708).

Regarding claim 9, Alanara teaches a mobile station having a backup and restoration

function wherein one can request backup ofmemory information and then receiving a backup

control signal from a maintenance system in (see col.2, cols. 4-5 and figs.).

Furthermore, Alanara teaches all information including programming parameter data and

so forth can be stored in the backup memory of the maintenance system in (see col.7, lines 51-

62).

Alanara teaches having to contact the mobile phone to implement the information transfer

or backup but fails to teach using a dialing means.
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Bufferd teaches a method and apparatus for requesting and transferring information

wherein a maintenance unit can call by using a dialing unit to retrieve information in (see col. 10,

lines 4-11). It should be also noticed that Buffed fails to teach the dialing up using the

parameters such as a code (i.e., a name or password, etc.) and a number of a (new) portable

telephone set wherein the owner enters such code and number, as argued by the Applicant.

However, Isomursu teaches such features in col.7, lines 39-51 for a purpose of downloading of

stored Short Dial application content.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the ad at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the teaching of Bufferd and Isomursu into that ofAlanara

thus making it possible to implement information transfer via a dial up unit, to store information

for backup reasons and also, provide efficiency.

The combination fails to teach suppressing a ring signal when the communication device

(mobile phone) is dialed or contacted.

Gordon teaches a telephone device, which can responds to an incoming call and de-

activate a ringing circuit in (see figs, and disclosure).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the teaching ofGordon into that of the combination thus

making it possible to upload or download information without disturbing users with ringing

signals.
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8. Claim 9 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Bufferd et al. (US.

Pat. #: 5,706,330) in view of Isomursu et al. (US. Pat. #: 6,400,958) and Gordon (US. Pat. #:

6,157,708).

Regarding claim 9, Bufferd teaches a telephone unit which receives an incoming call

request for information (CDR) and then transmitting information to a database server beyond a

wireless network in (see col. 10, lines 4-12).

Bufferd fails to teach de-activating a ring signal when a call comes in and fails to teach

the dialing up using the parameters such as a code (i.e., a name or password, etc.) and a number

of a (new) portable telephone set wherein such code and number are entered by the owner, as

argued by the Applicant.

Isomursu teaches such features in col.7, lines 39-51 for a purpose of downloading of

stored Short Dial application content.

Gordon teaches a telephone device, which can responds to an incoming call and de-

activate a ringing circuit in (see figs, and disclosure).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the teaching of Isomursu and Gordon into that of the

combination thus making it possible to upload or download information without disturbing users

with ringing signals.

9. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Binh K. Tieu whose telephone number is (571) 272-7510 and E-

mail address: BINH.TIEU@USPTO.GOV .
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Mr. Curtis Kuntz, can be reached on (571) 272-7499 and IF PAPER HAS BEEN

MISSED FROM THIS OFFICIAL ACTION PACKAGE, PLEASE CALL Customer

Service at (703) 306-0377 FOR THE SUBSTITUTIONS OR COPIES

Any response to this action should be mailed to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Or faxed to:

(571)273-8300

Hand Carry Deliveries to:

Customer Service Window
(Randolph Building)

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

In formation regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (FAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the FAIR
system, see http://pair-direct.uspto. go v. Should you have questions on access to the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

BINHTIEU
PRIMARY EXAMINER

Art Unit 2643

Date: March 06, 2006


